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Viz Media, Subs. of Shogakukan Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Kare First Love:
v. 1, Kaho Miyasaka, Coy and self-conscious high school student Karin Karino never paid much
attention to boys until she met Kiriya, a popular student from a nearby boys' school. Karin and
Kiriya embark on a romantic journey despite Karin's classmate Yuka's best efforts to sabotage their
relationship, but Karin soon learns that living happily ever after isn't on the curriculum when she
becomes Kiriya's center of attention, as well as embittered Yuka's bull's-eye on her dartboard of
hate. Through a series of chance meetings, Kiriya discovers the exquisite beauty lurking behind
Karin's thick glasses and coy demeanor, and asks her to be his girlfriend. But living happily ever
after in high school isn't on the curriculum, as Karin soon finds herself the center of Kiriya's
attention, as well as the bulls eye in embittered pal Yuka's dartboard of hate.
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Thorough information for pdf fans. It really is rally interesting throgh looking at time. I am easily will get a satisfaction of studying a published pdf.
-- Autum n B a hr ing er-- Autum n B a hr ing er

Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any publisher. It really is basic but unexpected situations within the 50 % from the book. I discovered
this book from my dad and i advised this publication to discover.
-- Dr . Willis Wa lter-- Dr . Willis Wa lter
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